Abstract: This paper proposes a new approach for multi-focus images fusion based on Region Mosaicing on Contrast Pyramids (REMCP). A density-based region growing method is developed to construct a focused region mask for multi-focus images. The segmented focused region mask is decomposed into a mask pyramid, which is then used for supervised region mosaicking on a contrast pyramid. In this way, the focus measurement and the continuity of focused regions are incorporated and the pixel level pyramid fusion is improved at the region level. Objective and subjective experiments show that the proposed REMCP is more robust to noise than compared algorithms and can fully preserves the focus information of the multi-focus images meanwhile reducing distortions of the fused images.
Introduction
High magnification optical lens, such as microscopes, has very limited depth of field. When capturing an object/scene in depth with optical lens of high magnification, typically, only a small fraction of the object/scene is just in focus. Multi-focus images fusion is a process in which the registered images with different focus settings are fused to synthesize an "all-in-focus" image with extended depth of field [1] [2] [3] . It plays important roles in microscope imaging [4] , optical image deblurring, shape from focus [4] [5] and image based forensics [6] .
Multi-focus images fusion methods can be applied in transform or spatial domain. In transform domain, pyramid based methods are used. While in spatial domain, weighted linear fusion or Neutral Network based approaches are popular choices. Pyramid based approaches have been extensively investigated in the image fusion domain, e.g., the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) based approaches [7] [8] , the gradient pyramid [9] , the contrast pyramid [10] , the Laplacian pyramid [11] , the ratio-of-low pass pyramid [12] , the shift-invariant DWT [13] and the contour let transform Figure 1 . An illustration of 3D object imaging with an optical camera. IA and IB are image pixels of point A and B respectively. With the current focal length, the surface that point A lies on is focused while that of point B is not. It can be seen that in-focus pixels in the image plane form a continuous region. By adjusting the object distance to the lens, a series of de-focused (part-in-focus) images could be obtained.
In this paper, we propose a simple but effective approach called Region Mosaicking on Contrast Pyramids (REMCP) for multi-focus images fusion. It is based on the observation that the in-focus pixels in a multi-focus image form continuous regions. We propose to use Density-Based Region Growing (DBRG) to generate a focus region mask for all of the multi-focus images. The DBRG uses both region growing and filtering to identify proper focus regions and reduce the impact of noises. A segmented focused region mask is decomposed into a mask pyramid, which is then applied to supervise the region mosaicking on a contrast pyramid. Then we improve pixel level pyramid fusion at the region level, where the imaging characteristics of multi-focus images are utilized and the continuity of segmented focused regions is incorporated. In the proposed REMCP approach, decomposition values of a pixel in different pyramid levels but same spatial position are from the same multi-focus image, exactly. This guarantees that distortion artifacts are reduced to minimum. In addition, the REMCP approach can also significantly reduce the artifacts those are often introduced by weighted linear fusion approaches.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first present an overview of the proposed approach in Section 2. Then the focus region segmentation is described in Section 3 and in Section 4 we propose a new multi-focus images fusion approach REMCP. Then experimental results are provided in Section 5, and the paper is concluded in Section 6.
Overview of our approach
The flowchart of our approach is shown in Figure 2 : we first use the competition on Energy of Laplacian (EOL) to detect in-focus (clear) pixels in each image. The EOL measurement is employed as the dominant cue for fusion, which guarantees that the information from multi-focus images is preserved. Figure 2 . Flowchart of the proposed REMCP approach. For the limitation of space, three of fifteen multi-focus images are given, while others are omitted for the limited space.
Then DBRG is applied to refine the extracted clear pixels, connect them into clear regions and form a focus region mask (Section 3). The focus region mask is then decomposed into a mask pyramid, corresponding to the CPs of multi-focus images. The mask pyramid contains label values of multilevels, indicating which pyramid will be selected in the fusion procedure (Section 4).
Since the mask image contains continuous regions instead of disconnected pixels, in the fusion procedure, one segmented region will be selected from one of the CP images. Then all selected regions cover the pyramid. This procedure is referred as region mosaicking on pyramids. After region mosaicking, a reconstruction procedure is carried out to obtain the final "all-in-focus" image as the output.
Focus region segmentation

Pixel level focus measurement
There are many ways of focus measurement including variance, Energy of image Gradient (EOG), Energy of Laplacian (EOL) of the image, Sum-Modified-Laplacian (SML), and spatial frequency (SF) [1] [7] [8] . In [1] , the authors assessed these methods and reported that SML and EOL measurement can provide better performance than others. Considering the computational efficiency, we choose EOL in this paper.
We define a neighboring window of size (-w, w) around the pixel I(x, y), then apply EOL on the pixels within the window to measure the focus. The EOL within the neighboring window is calculated as ( ) 
If a pixel lies in a focused and non-smooth region, its neighboring pixels will tend to have large variance, leading to large value of EOL. Otherwise, the EOL is small. Assuming that there are multifocus images to be fused, we define a mask image M Figure 3 . An illustration of density-connectivity of pixels of same mask label. As pixels marked with the 'gray' label, (x, y)′ is density-connected with (x, y), but (x, y)′′ is not density-connected with (x, y) in terms of the density-connectivity defined below.
Focus region segmentation
Image segmentation is applied in many scenarios as a common pretreatment method [24] [25] . DBRG segmentation algorithm is applied based on the analysis of density distribution of pixels of same labels. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the spatial neighborhood Ω(x, y) of a given pixel (x, y) is defined as a circle with center at the pixel and radius R. R is determined experimentally. The density distribution in Ω(x, y) is defined as
where (a, b) denotes a pixel in Ω(x, y), δ(·) returns 1 when the input is true, otherwise it returns 0. If the maximum density
is called a core pixel and Ω(x, y) forms a core region. A pixel (x, y)′ is density-connected from pixel (x, y) if (x, y)′ is within the spatial neighborhood of (x, y), as shown in Figure 3 . Basing on the above definitions, DBRG segmentation algorithm is presented in Table 1 . 
, argmax ( )
3．Iteratively collect unlabeled pixels in M that are density-connected with (x, y) in M 0 , and label these pixels with same cluster label; 4．If there are still existing core pixels in the image, goto 2; 5．For the pixels that are not included in any clusters (noise pixels or pixels from smooth region), merge them with the cluster that has the most adjacent pixels.
The density-connectivity among pixels is transitive as density reachability, which is consistent with the imaging characteristics of multi-focus images. In smooth regions, focus measurements are not stable since the EOL is small. Noisy pixels can have larger EOL than the true focused pixels. The density based thresholding and growing can reduce the label errors on smooth regions or noisy pixels.
Region mosaicking on contrast pyramids
The focus region segmentation procedure results in a mask that indicates focused regions of all images. This mask is decomposed into a mask pyramid to supervise the fusion processes on the contrast pyramid. This procedure is called region mosaicking on pyramid.
Contrast pyramid fusion
According to the definition in [10] , the contrast pyramid (CP) and Gaussian pyramid (GP) are related as following:
where 
where f(p, q) denotes a Gaussian filter of 5×5 pixels and * is convolution operator. GL is the base image and G0=I denotes an original multi-focus image.
After that, we compute the ratio of the low-pass filtered images at successive levels of the GP. We insert new values '0' between the given values of the lower frequency image, and then perform a lowpass-filtering as
where only integer coordinates contribute to Vl(x, y).
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The classical CP algorithm exploits a pixel level competition and fusion on pyramids as
where RCl denotes the level of the fused CP, Cl, n (x, y) denotes contrast value of pixel (x, y) at l th level of the n th multi-focus image and N denotes the total number of multi-focus images. Figure 4 . Illustration of REMCP with two multi-focus images (N=2) and three pyramid levels (L=2). There are two CPs and two base images. The focus label mask is decomposed into a pyramid of three levels as Ml, l=0, 1, 2. Different colors in M0 indicate focused regions from different multi-focus images, which are to be reconstructed by fusing the Contrast Pyramids and the base images following the position relationship indicated by the mask pyramid. Cl, 1, l=0, 1 denotes the CP pyramid of the first image, and Cl, 2, l=0, 1 the second image. GL, 1 and GL, 2 denote the base images of two GPs. FC0 and FC1 denote the fused CPs . Symbol '+'denotes the fusion operation. 
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Region based contrast pyramid fusion
According to equation (8) , the pixel-level fusion pyramid values are selected according to the contrast magnitudes of their source images. In this case, it is found that regions selected for fusion in different pyramid levels are not similar figures. Therefore, many pixels to be reconstructed with pixel values come from more than one multi-focus image. As a result, the original clear information is lost and distortion is introduced. Therefore, we propose the region based pyramid fusion scheme, i.e., REMCP as following.
As shown in Figure 4 , in REMCP, the segmentation mask M(p, q) is first decomposed into a mask pyramid, Ml(p, q), l=0,…,L, which is then used to supervise a region level fusion of CP. The corresponding formulation is as follows,
where FCl(p, q) denotes the contrast fusion result of pixel (p, q) at the l th level, Ml(p, q) denotes the mask label of the l th level CP, indicating which multi-focus image should be selected for fusion at pixel (p, q).
The base image fusion is performed as ,
where FCL(p, q) denotes the fusion result of pixel (p, q) in the base image at l
denotes the value of (p, q) of the base image. ML(p, q) denotes the label of pixel (p, q) of the original mask image, calculated by the DBRG segmentation algorithm in Section 3.
In the region based fusion procedure, Ml+1 is the sub-sampling copy of Ml, therefore corresponding regions in them are strict similar figures. Consequently, most of the pixels (except for the pixels that lie on region transitive zones) in the fused image are reconstructed with pixel values from the same multifocus images, and as a result, much of the original clear information is kept and distortion is reduced.
When reconstructing the boundary areas, information from more than one multi-focus image is used. This may induce slight focus information loss in the transitive zones around the boundary areas. However, the usage of more than one multi-focus image information guarantees the gradual transformation of a transitive zone meanwhile eliminating the block artifacts of the fused images.
With the fusion results in the fused CPs (FCl, l=0,…,L-1), the low-pass-filtered GPs, (Vl, l=0,…,L-1), and the fused base GP image, FGL(p, q), a reconstruction procedure is then carried out with
which is derived from equation (5). The reconstruction starts from the base GP where FGL(p, q)= GL(p, q) . Then it iteratively calculates the GPs until FG0 is obtained.
Experiments
Our proposed REMCP was developed for grayscale image fusion. For RGB color images, the REMCP is carried out on R, G and B channels independently. In the follows, REMCP approach is evaluated and compared with other approaches.
Datasets
Fifteen groups of multi-focus images for subjective evaluation (Set A) and twelve groups of multifocus images (Set B) for objective evaluation are collected. Each group has 3-70 defocused images with various depths and textured surfaces. The multi-focus images for subjective evaluation (Set A) were captured with a microscope for image forensics, which have an objectives and eyepieces of magnification 10.0 and 2.0 ratios respectively. The images for subjective evaluation (Set B) are synthetic multi-focus images.
Subject evaluation
In Figure. 5, six images under different focus parameters of the "bullet" image sequence are shown. For the depth variation of the "top of bullet" object, each image has only a stripe region in focus as indicated by a color stripe in the mask image ( Figure.5h) . When we use the pixel level focus measurement to calculate focus pixels, it can be seen in Fig.5g that the mask image is noisy and have some errors.
When the DBRG algorithm of a proper R parameter is employed, clear focus regions are segmented, as shown in Figure. 5h. In Figure. 5i and Figure. 5j the fusion results of a contrast pyramid method and the proposed REMCP approach are compared. It can be seen that in the highlighted regions with two circles in Figure.5i and Figure. 5j, the fusion result of CP method has some color distortion. While the result of REMCP approach has minimal distortion which validates the effectiveness of the proposed region mosaicing strategy in reducing distortion. In Figure. 6, an image sequence of an object with more complex 3D shape is shown. The results and comparison in Figure.6i and Figure. 6j demonstrate the performance of the REMCP approach over pixel level CP approach.
Objective evaluation
On synthetic multi-focus images with groundtruth "all-in-focus" images, we use two statistical variances to evaluate the fusion accuracy: Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Structural Similarity (SSIM) [26] [27] , where RMSE is defined as
where X and Y are the width and height of the image, I(x, y) denotes pixel color value of the fused image and I′(x, y) denotes the pixel color value of the reference image. Lower RMSE indicates better performance of the fusion algorithm. The SSIM is defined as: 
SSIM describes the similarity of two images. A lager value of it indicates that the result is more consist with the groundtruth. (a) (b) (c)
In Figure 7a and Figure 7b , the results of RMSE and SSIM are used to determine the value of parameter R. It can be seen in Figure 7a that when R=8~16 , it achieves the highest RMSE. It can be seen in Figure 7b that when R=8, it obtains the largest SSIM. According to the above observations, we select R∈ [8, 16] as a fine turned parameter. It should be mentioned that the parameters are selected for an image with 720×480 pixels. It has already been observed in experiments that the value of R should be scaled proportional to the image size. A larger value of R reduces not only the precise but also the fusion speed. [22] ,CP [10] , Laplacian pyramid [11] , DWT [7] and shift invariance DWT [13] methods.
In Figure 7c and Figure 7d , it can be seen that when the number of pyramid levels is 6 or 7, the RMSE and SSIM are the highest. A smaller or larger number of pyramid levels cannot take the full advantages of pyramid fusion. This shows that a proper setting of pyramid level is significantly important for the objective quality of the fused image.
In Figure 7e and Figure 7f , we compared our proposed approach with five state of the art methods including CP [10] , Laplacian pyramid [11] , DWT [7] , SIDWT [13] , IDP [22] and PCNN [1] . PCNN is implemented according to the descriptions in [1] . For the "interactive photomontage" (IDP) approach, we use the program provided by the authors on website 1 . All of the other approaches can be obtained from website 2 .
In Figure 7e , we can find seen that the RMSE of REMCP is the lowest among all compared methods, which indicates highest fusion accuracy. In Figure 7f , REMCP approach achieves the best SSIM among compared methods, indicating that it can preserve the original information of the multifocus images best. Therefore, the proposed REMCP approach improves the performance of the state of the arts.
Considering the computation issue, the existing PCNN method has significantly higher computing complexity for it is iterative operations, while the proposed REMP approach is significantly more efficient. When performing fusion, our implemented PCNN approach spends about 12.0 seconds on average to fuse an image of 720×480 pixels with an Intel CORE i5 CPU, while the proposed REMCP approach spends only 1.5 seconds. In contrast, the IDP approach that uses a graph-cut optimal algorithm to calculate focus region mask spends 2.6 seconds on average.
Conclusions
In this paper we present a new multi-focus image fusion approach, called REMCP, which explores unique characteristics of multi-focus imaging. REMCP transfer the pixel-based classical pyramid fusion to region-based. The experimental results and comparisons with other methods demonstrate that the proposed method is capable of handling multi-focus images more accurately in various practical conditions than the state of the arts it can significantly reduce the fusion errors and color distortions as well as preserve the visual perception quality.
However, the impact of miss-alignment of images is not considered in this paper. We leave this issue as future work.
